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Abstract 
Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive experience of a real-world 

environment where the objects that reside in the real world are augmented 

by computer-generated perceptual information. Augmented reality has a 

great potential utilization in wide range of tourism fields and one of the 

upcoming fields is tourist guidance.  

This paper presents an overview of the basic aspects and the benefits 

of augmented reality potential utilization in the field of tourist guidance and 

improvement of guide’s performance. However, possibilities of augmented 

reality technology in tourist guidance are great and providing new ways of 

guidance. Augmented reality in tourist guidance is still new and unsettled.  

Keywords: Augmented Reality (AR) - 3D Model - Tourism - 

Tourist Guidance - Heritage Site – Museum - Navigation - App - AR 

Gaming. 
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1. Introduction  
The tourism industry is always trying to track the new technologies, 

as the new generation of travelers are active smartphone users that use smart 

devices to access social platforms, play games and to be in connection with 

friends and relatives. New technology  improvements,  such as  “virtual  

reality” (VR) and “augmented reality” (AR),  can improve  the tourism  

industry  and  convey  new  opportunities
1
. Recently, different areas of 

business especially tourism have already implemented augmented reality 

technology
2
.  

Augmented Reality (AR) is an interactive experience and developing 

technology that superimposes computer-generated enhanced images or 

virtual objects on a live real world environment in real time, thus providing 

a composite view
3
.  In other words, AR is the overlay of computerized 

information that is projected into the view of the user through smart devices 

such as smartphones, tablets and AR glasses
4
 by matching a camera image 

to images in a database on a server that have geotags
5
 in the area of the 

user’s location
6
 (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Tourist information as shown by an AR app;  

https://medium.com/iotforall/will-ar-vr-replace-travel-tourism-662bf9eeb61b - 

visited on 01/03/2019.  
Augmented Reality (AR) is different from Virtual Reality (VR); in 

VR tourist is experiencing a very artificial computer-generated virtual 

environment
7
, VR technology uses a total computer-generated environment 

to immerse the user into a virtual world completely
8
. In contrast, AR 

provides users with additional digital information integrated into existing 

physical environments. Moreover, AR technology focuses on the physical 

environment and does not transport users to an artificial world, and does not 

requires expensive hardware and equipment as well, so that many tourists 

prefer AR to VR
9
.  

Now the technologies that make AR possible are much more 

powerful than ever before and compact enough to deliver AR experiences to 

tourist sites through smart devices that makes AR more sociable, 

communicative and apprehensive, combining art, culture, architecture and 

design with projections, surround sound and special effects
10

.  

https://medium.com/iotforall/will-ar-vr-replace-travel-tourism-662bf9eeb61b
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The main objective of this study was to explore the benefits and the 

ways of implementation of AR in the tourist guidance and provide up-to-

date information about AR applications that can be adopted in tourist 

guidance.  

2. AR applications in Tourist Guidance:  
2.1 AR in Heritage Sites: 
AR, by range of options, could reforming the common tourist 

guidance technique by providing tourists with further digital enhanced 

information about any subject, making difficult information easier to 

understand, and making the tour more attractive and engaging. A new study 

highlights that AR has a great potential to enhance tourists’ experiences, to 

change the location and timing of tourist guidance and to introduce new and 

further techniques and methods
11

.  
2.1.1 Virtual Reconstruction: AR focuses on simplicity and ease of 

providing explanation experience, so that tourists can receive knowledge 

and skills with 3D simulations generated by computers and other electronic 

devices more than traditional ways. AR can explain the architectural design 

or structure of a pyramid, a temple or a tomb (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: AR explains the architectural design of the 4
th
 century triumphal arch 

Heidentor in Carnuntum near Vienna in Austria. 
http://www.romeacrosseurope.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/10/Heidentor_Carnuntum.jpg- visited on 09/04/2019. 

 

For example, in the Karnak Temple Complex
12

, tourists can receive 

enhanced and additional three-dimensional information, see the original 

architectural design of the 8
th

 pylon, scan certain elements of the pylon and 

see animated components about the part that needs translation. Moreover, 

AR apps can overlay information about the Ancient Egyptian gods and 

goddesses
13

 and the figures as users browse the wall scenes with the see-

through view from the camera on their smart phones.  

2.1.2 Improving Information and Understanding:  
Guides know that the guidance process should be all about 

inspiration and interaction. Their goal is to get the tourists interested in a 

subject or topic. Tourists should not be mere listeners and passive observers, 

some tourists especially teenagers need practice and hands-on experience. 

http://www.romeacrosseurope.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Heidentor_Carnuntum.jpg-
http://www.romeacrosseurope.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Heidentor_Carnuntum.jpg-
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The ability to connect reality and digital content has been improving, 

opening more options for tour guides and tourists
14

. 

For Example, AR can improve the extent and quality of information 

in Giza Plateau
15

 by making explanation environment more educational, 

productive, and contextual. In order to enhance the quality of explanation by 

producing and delivering rich, constructive, and gainful content. AR can 

make Giza Plateau more enjoyable and interactive than ever before by 

interaction with computer generated display, sound, text and 3D effects 

(Figure 3).   

                          
Figure 3: A traveler checks for relevant tourist information of Milan Cathedral 

using AR app in his handheld device.  

https://cmolds.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/title.jpg - visited on 

05/03/2019. 
2.1.3 Simplifying Abstract Concepts: AR has the potential to have 

tourists more engaged and motivated in discovering history and heritage 

sites. AR technology has an ability to explain abstract and difficult concepts 

by rendering objects that are hard to imagine and turn them into 3D models, 

thus making it easier to grasp the abstract and difficult content. This is 

especially good for visual tourists and practically anyone to translate 

theoretical material into a real concept
16

.  

Simply, by wearing AR glasses, tourists receive enhanced and 

additional three-dimensional information, see what the Great Pyramid at 

Giza
17

 consists of and how it look from inside, scan certain elements of a 

pyramid and see animated components about the part that needs translation, 

while an audio instruction talks to them about each word and scene through 

headphones integrated inside the AR glasses (Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4: Viewing 3D computer-generated models by AR glasses.  

https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/171214-pyramid-scan-robot-

06.jpg?quality=90&strip=all&strip=all - visited on 20/04/2019. 

https://cmolds.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/title.jpg
https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/171214-pyramid-scan-robot-06.jpg?quality=90&strip=all&strip=all
https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/171214-pyramid-scan-robot-06.jpg?quality=90&strip=all&strip=all
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2.1.4 Navigation: AR navigation applications in heritage sites are 

attractive, stimulating, and exciting for tourists and provide effective and 

efficient supports for them by providing information at the right time and 

right place and offering rich content with computer-generated 3D imagery. 

Some theme parks or vast heritage sites only have traditional maps, stands 

and direction signs.  

As an alternative, by using AR techniques that are more interesting 

than existing traditional explanation methods, tourists can utilize AR 

navigation applications to see informational displays of a location, 

landscape, and information provided by previous visitors or even cartoon or 

animal characters to play with
18

. For example, during a tour in Downtown 

Cairo
19

, tourists can use AR navigation applications to see informational 

displays of historical events, architectural designs and famous landmarks. 

Egyptian temples in Lower Nubia. 

2.1.5 Destination Marketing: another aspect is improving 

destination marketing; one of the types of advertising in the tourism industry 

is publishing destinations or museums paper brochures and catalogs. In this 

regard, a marker-based augmented reality app can provide prices and 

valuable information by turning every items of catalogues into 3D 

visualized animated models and help make the final decision faster.  

For example, tourists to Egypt can efficiently use such catalogues on 

flights to Egyptian destinations or inside Egyptian Airports to help them 

planning their trips in Egypt.  

2.1.6 Bringing History Back to Life: AR has been applied to 

remembering the historical events; AR provides reconstructions of ancient 

ruins, and ancient time image rendering. The visitors will be able to travel 

back in time to see how the heritage site would have looked during the past 

times by recreating the temple site and viewing 3D models of the 

construction, how it looked, and who the person was, even though it does 

not exist anymore or just remains some ruins (Figure 5).  

Figure 5: AR brings history back to life so traveler could look at a place 

through the lens of the past. 
https://images.thestar.com/content/dam/thestar/life/2015/04/07/new-apps-help-you-interact-

with-history-as-you-walk/pivot1jpg.jpg - visited on 07/05/2019. 

 

https://images.thestar.com/content/dam/thestar/life/2015/04/07/new-apps-help-you-interact-with-history-as-you-walk/pivot1jpg.jpg%20-%20visited%20on%2007/05/2019
https://images.thestar.com/content/dam/thestar/life/2015/04/07/new-apps-help-you-interact-with-history-as-you-walk/pivot1jpg.jpg%20-%20visited%20on%2007/05/2019
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For examples, AR can be used as an interactive tool in Al-Muʽiz 

Street or Royal palaces of Mohamed Ali Family by showing visitors the 

ancient images of the sites or the palaces and informing them of historical 

episodes of the places and seeing the evolution of landmarks in time 

perspective. AR can show screenshots of the ancient movies that had been 

filmed in Al-Muʽiz Street or the Royal palaces (Figure 5). 

                                       
Figure 6: AR brings history back to life so traveler could look at a place 

through the lens of the past. An Augmented ancient photo for Al-Muʽiz Street from 

Naguib Mahfouz famous movie Zouqâq al-Midaqq (1963). 
http://formisanowilson.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/heritage_app1.jpg - visited on 

22/03/2019. 

 

2.2 AR in Museums: 

Museum is a major field where AR can open new opportunities. 

Unfortunately, during the last decade, museums all over the world witnessed 

a noticeable decrease in visitors. AR is a very efficient technology to 

reshape and enhance the visitor experience; museum visitors can strengthen 

their motivation for knowledge and enhance their informative realism-based 

practices with new augmented reality apps
20

.  

2.2.1 3D Virtual Tour Guide: visitors of museums could access AR 

apps via smart devices and discover historical content related to objects in 

the form of 3D digital media, videos and images. AR simply provide instant 

and relevant enriched information about what they see in order to increase 

their knowledge motivation and level of understanding
21

. Moreover, AR 

offers enhanced combination of diverse types of multimedia sources and 

visualizations, including 3D models, images, texts, videos, animations and 

sound along with the traditional methods to enhance the tourist 

environment
22

 (Figure 7). 

http://formisanowilson.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/heritage_app1.jpg
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Figure 7: 3D virtual tour guide created by AR glasses at Kyoto’s Kennin-ji, Zen 

temple in Japan. 
https://hakuhodo-vrar.jp/kyoto2018/en/assets/img/photo8-l.png - visited on 07/05/2019. 

 

A good example is The National Museum of Natural History in 

Washington, D.C. AR app (the Skin and Bones)
23

; the app allows visitors, 

mainly children, to see a full live digital representation - the shape of the 

body and skin color - of extinct animals such as dinosaurs based on their 

actual skeletons in the museum and encourage children to think 

scientifically. This AR app provide a better understanding of a dinosaur’s 

appearance before and deliver rich, useful and visual information about any 

item, even now destroyed
24

 (Figure 8).  
Figure 8: Skin and Bones AR app developed by the National Museum of Natural 

History in Washington, D.C., 
https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/skin-bones-app-natural-history-

museum-smithsonian-01.jpg - visited on 17/04/2019. 

 

In Egypt, alternative good Ancient Egyptian example is an AR app 

developed by the Bibliotheca Alexandrina called The Wall of Knowledge
25

. 

The main aim of the app is to increase public engagement with Egyptian art 

and heritage inside museums using smart devices. The app currently 

available at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo explains the ancient Egyptian 

Papyrus of Ani
26

 in an enhanced experience. The papyrus can now be 

brought to life by simply pointing the smart Phone's camera at pre-designed 

poster, which include the papyrus basic information and read ancient texts 

through the phone. Users are able to extend this information by 

superimposing virtual text, images and 3D virtual objects over the poster 

(Figure 9). 

https://hakuhodo-vrar.jp/kyoto2018/en/assets/img/photo8-l.png
https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/skin-bones-app-natural-history-museum-smithsonian-01.jpg
https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/skin-bones-app-natural-history-museum-smithsonian-01.jpg
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Figure 9: The Wall of Knowledge AR app developed by the Bibliotheca 

Alexandrina, 
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/yrLHg0trMPncWxikEVdtQNYTA7M_OyA15ID5rAU1

gZrOi5gDcAPgmN1PWL_pwdYHzaM=h355 - visited on 07/05/2019. 

 

At the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, the museum can create visual 

tour guides and exhibitions, bring non-existent objects to life, and educate 

visitors in a memorable way and fascinating people in general. A nice 

example is Museum Eye app; the Egyptian app based on augmented reality 

shows virtual characters and bring King Tutankhamen to life using 

augmented reality in the form of 3D virtual character accompanied by 

informative animations (Figure 10). 

                           
Figure 10: King Tutankhamen as a 3D virtual tour guide explains his tomb’s 

treasure to the visitors at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, 
 https://wildfirecomms-images.co.uk/img/museum-eye-2-1520343057.jpg - visited on 

03/05/2019. 

 

2.2.2 Using AR Interaction Games: AR interaction games could 

potentially encourage and interest people to various tourism destinations 

especially the museums; a good example is Pokémon Go game
27

, which 

enables users to capture 3D virtual characters in the real world. Pokémon 

Go, location-based game that uses augmented reality techniques has 

inspired many other businesses to utilize AR, including the museums, which 

are seen later as boring places for kids to explore.  

For instance, The National Museum of Egyptian civilization in 

Cairo, can use apps, that display the items with additional AR objects and 

by finding or collecting number of virtual 3D hidden treasure or items, 

tourist will win awards (Figure 11). Augmented Reality in museums also 

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/yrLHg0trMPncWxikEVdtQNYTA7M_OyA15ID5rAU1gZrOi5gDcAPgmN1PWL_pwdYHzaM=h355
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/yrLHg0trMPncWxikEVdtQNYTA7M_OyA15ID5rAU1gZrOi5gDcAPgmN1PWL_pwdYHzaM=h355
https://wildfirecomms-images.co.uk/img/museum-eye-2-1520343057.jpg
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provides other beneficial potentials, such as the interactive billboards that 

include detailed maps of the museum
28

.  

Figure 11: AR Interaction Games, 
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/VvyvIVipQZkPlK4q8zGxh7bBhUKbs5kpPfvWNM0oR

gz1ul6st2_L8v3-IFsPt1jhZu4-Kw=s123 - visited on 09/04/2019. 

 

2.3 AR in City Tours: 

2.3.1 New Ways to Observe: Another aspect of the employment of 

AR in tourist guidance venues is city tours. By AR advanced navigation and 

exploration app, tourist can explore the city, locate all the points of interest, 

and find out about services, sights to see with more convenience, or point at 

the transportation object to get direction, route, next stop and places of 

interest.  

For example, AR provides a new ways to observe Aswan city or 

Luxor city, makes it possible to discover information on a new level; with 

AR tourist can easily turn classic site wall maps in different locations into 

an interactive and quite enjoyable tour guide through data-visualization and 

can Show directions and location, description, opening hours and admission 

fee (Figure 12).   
 Figure 12: AR provides new ways of navigation, 

https://jasoren.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/augmented-reality-applications-1.jpg - 

visited on 07/05/2019. 

 

2.3.2 Solving Language Barriers: Furthermore, AR also solve the 

language barriers; AR apps such as Google Translate Augmented Reality 

App
29

 help to avoid confusions of the local language, signs or instructions 

and checkup unknown words by instantly identifying and translating real-
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time immediate information into tourist’s native language
30

. This tool could 

be applied successfully in Upper Egypt where most of the signs or 

instruction are not translated or translated into one or two language. 

2.4 AR in Guidebooks: 

Guidebooks and brochures could be more exciting and extraordinary 

by adding AR technology. Tourists can turn the pages of a book, look at 

pictures, and read the texts in more interactive way by superimposing 3D 

virtual models onto books with AR technology. The 3D models can be 

amended, updated and seen from any perspective simply by moving the AR 

device or the guidebook (Figure 13).  

                               
Figure 13: AR app for guidebooks and brochures, 

https://jasoren.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ar-app-screenshot.jpg - visited on 

25/04/2019. 

 

2.5 AR in Gaming: 

AR have been widely used in games, AR gaming is the integration 

of game visual and audio content with the user's environment in real time. 

AR games increase the potential for collaboration, exciting and engaging 

among tourists, and enhance opportunities for reflection. AR gaming 

expands the playing field, taking advantage of the diversity of the real-world 

environment to keep the games interesting.  

Since the adaptability and high customization of virtual information, 

many scenarios can be applied to the AR tourist games in Karnak Temples 

on east bank of Luxor or the Valley of the Kings
31

 on the west bank of 

Luxor for examples; such as allows tourists to walk around and interact with 

the heritage site and experiencing different architectural elements. 

Moreover, AR games enables users to create their own virtual people or 

objects, have them located in a specific place in the real world, and interact 

with them in real time
32

 (Figure 14).  

 

https://jasoren.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ar-app-screenshot.jpg
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Figure 14: Examples of using AR interaction games in Karnak Temples in Luxor. 

2.6 Enhancing kids’ experiences: 

Location-based AR games is a very effective way to involve and 

engage kids in tours, as most kids spend a great deal of time playing digital 

games through their smart devices. Location-based AR games could be 

applied at Philae island or New Kalabsha island in Aswan; animated 3D 

models and various info-graphics about the two islands can helps kids to 

know more about their locations, detections and elements easily, placing 

quests and questions about each location and showing descriptions and 

images to interact with every element throughout the whole area of the 

islands (Figure 15). By location-based AR game , we can create a 

competition for kids to find a scene or a sign on the walls of the sanctuary at 

New Kalabsha island or inside Trajan's Kiosk at Philae island. 

 
Figure 15: The Speaking Celt

33
; AR app in the Museum of Celtic Heritage in 

Salzburg, Austria, 
https://ai2-s2-public.s3.amazonaws.com/figures/2017-08-

08/f28af95df61fa968bac530a40349cc454f8c3809/6-Figure3-1.png - visited on 17/04/2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ai2-s2-public.s3.amazonaws.com/figures/2017-08-08/f28af95df61fa968bac530a40349cc454f8c3809/6-Figure3-1.png
https://ai2-s2-public.s3.amazonaws.com/figures/2017-08-08/f28af95df61fa968bac530a40349cc454f8c3809/6-Figure3-1.png
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3. Conclusion: 

AR technology comes to be progressively available and thus 

increasingly widespread. Although the rising use of augmented reality in 

many business fields of the modern time, augmented reality in tourist 

guidance is still new and unsettled. However, possibilities of AR in tourist 

guidance are great, providing new ways of guidance as tour guides get to 

catch the attention of tourists and motivate them better, while tourists get 

new tools to visualize their complex concepts, as well as obtain practical 

skills. The potential of combining smartphones and augmented reality for 

tourist guidance is positive, though it still has to be fully discovered.  

This study sheds light on how to implement AR promising 

technology in tourism settings and utilize it to improve the guidance 

techniques, but adopting AR in tourist guidance is still quite challenging 

because of issues with its integration with traditional guidance methods, 

costs for the development and maintenance of the AR system, and general 

resistance to new technologies. 

Overall, the future of AR as a visualization technology looks 

positive; recently, there have been more attempts to broaden the use of AR 

in tourist guidance and new AR tools for tourist guidance will continue to be 

developed as the technology becomes more highly evolved and advanced 

than ever before. In addition to that, there are a great number of studies 

going on to improve the compatibility and applicability of AR into tourist 

guidance. 
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